
 

Do you ever feel like you own 
a  JOB  rather than a 

COMPANY ? 
 

WHAT’S YOUR ANSWER  
TO THIS VERY 

INTERESTING QUESTION? 
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“ Trust  
The Integrity  

Of The System ” 
Tom Kunz 

 
What does this mean? 

  

To get our businesses to run without us we must . . .  
…  SEE  the  TRUTH ,  

…  DO   i.e. take action, doing the right things, in the 
right way, over the right period of time, and then  

…  THINK  which comes after the “DO” not 
before.  We think / understand through doing. 

 
We need to  deeply understand . . . 

. . .  the DNA  for   PEOPLE ,  

. . . the DNA  for   Business ,and, 

. . . the DNA  for   LIFE. 
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White   Paper 
“ Freedom From Owning A Job ” 

Do you ever feel like you own a job rather than a 
company?  The solution . . . is BOS 

Version 1.40 

 
Purpose 
To give the gift of freedom to business owners. 

  

 
What does every  successful company in the world have that  those which fail  do              
not? A process or a system to run their business i.e. A BOS - Business               
Operating System! 
 
 

A BOS - Business Operating System Defined 
The engine that runs our business. We earn the money we           

earn, we work the hours we work, we have the stress in our             

lives we have and the life balance we do or do not have . . .                

BECAUSE of the BOS that we have installed and are running           

as a team. If we have and use great systems then our lives will              

be great.  IT IS PRETTY SIMPLE ACTUALLY! 

 

 
 
NOTE: Life Masteries Institute is a 501c3 non profit organization devoted to            
helping community organizations partner with businesses. We seek thought         
leaders who are experts in specific areas of community and business           
development. If you know of someone who has expertise in specific areas            
please email your recommendation to  info@LifeMasteries.org  
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Dear Reader, 
  

This white paper is all about . . . SEEING things we have not seen before and                 
UNDERSTANDING things we have not understood before. This will give us the            
ability to THINK in a very different way which then gives us the ability to DO                
things we have never done before. 
  

We trust this white paper will be a short and simple read and most importantly will                
be the start of a journey to gain the freedom your soul desires to pursue your Life                 
Vision with every ounce of energy you have in every cell of your body. 
  

The information this white paper comes from my own experiences as an            
international author and speaker and from over 25 years of working with all types              
of businesses all around the world and in all types of industries.  
  

There are three major areas of focus within this paper. 
Part 1: The DNA  for   PEOPLE 
Part 2: The DNA  for   BUSINESS  
Part 3: The DNA  for   LIFE 

  

We could give you quotes from world thought and business leaders who endorse all the               
concepts within this white paper. We won’t do that. You have the total freedom to               
decide for yourself if the things shared in this white paper will indeed help you to double                 
your income, work less hours, have less stress, have greater life balance . . . and, in                 
essence, . . . help you gain total freedom in every area of your life. 
  

Enjoy! 
 
Sincerely, 
Mark A. Boersma 
President - Synergy Solutions, Inc. - 888.230.2300 ext. 222 
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The Story . . . 
Do you remember back a few years when you were idealistic in your             
dreams and goals and what you could achieve? 
  

I remember how that was for me. I started right out of college in my               
first professional job. I was married, wife was due with our first baby,             
we just bought a home and I had six job offers. I decided to take the                
job I least liked. Although I didn’t really want to I chose to . . . enter                 
into a 100% straight commissioned position.  
  

Why? I was focused on the long term and knew that if I was going to achieve my                  
goals - earn $250,000+ in seven years and be in upper management, I would              
need to succeed in sales. I knew that my BS degrees in finance, management              
and marketing would not get me to where I wanted to go in life. 
  

I think every business owner probably has had        
that experience more than once in their lives.  

  

 In the four years I was in that position I went from            
earning $1 an hour during my first six months to          
being on track to earn over $460,000 a year by          
the time I was 26 years old. I also had earned           
over one million dollars in equity in the company.  

  

I gave all that up to start Synergy Solutions, Inc. At the start we didn’t have a                 
product or service. I started the company solely on my Life Vision which is:  “To               
touch every single person in the world, one person at a time and make a               
huge difference in every area of their lives in a fun and exciting way.”  
  

I noticed the most interesting thing about entrepreneurs and successful sales           
professionals. While we are often really good at what we do our greatest             
weakness is that we do not know how to reproduce ourselves.  
  

I read great books like Good To Great, E-Myth, Flawless Execution, 7 Habits of Highly               
Effective People and a lot more. None of them revealed to me the secret of reproducing                
myself and other successful people in my company.  
  

I invested over ten years of my life seeking to discover the secret to reproducing myself                
and our clients and came up empty. My three BS degrees in finance, marketing and               
management didn’t help me. My work with worldwide thought leaders and even            
connections into the White House didn’t help me. All the books and all the knowledge,               
my networks, my wisdom and experiences did not reveal the secret to me.  
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Where did I finally learn the answer? At home from my oldest daughter and my               
youngest daughter who was in diapers at the time. The short story is I came               
home from work one night. My youngest daughter had a dirty diaper. I asked my               
oldest daughter to change her. My youngest wasn’t happy with that and cried             
because she wanted mommy or daddy to change her diaper.  
  

The Warm Belly Rub - My oldest daughter was         
trained, qualified and had actually changed more       
diapers than I had. I didn’t know why the baby          
didn’t want anyone else to change her diaper. I         
was puzzled. Although very tired from a long        
day’s work I watched closely..  

  
We had trained my oldest daughter to change diapers and she had changed             
many diapers as she was the oldest of five children at the time . . . but . . . either                     
we weren’t that good of teachers or maybe she wasn’t the best student.  
  

She picked up the mechanics of changing the diaper but never picked up what              
we now call “The Warm Belly Rub” natural law. She didn’t realize you can not               
create a RAVING FAN experience if you lay a naked baby on a cold floor, don’t                
tickle her and make her giggle, don’t rub her belly, or give her a big hug and kiss                  
after you change her. (These are the things my wife and I did.) None of the warm                 
belly rubs are required to get the job done BUT ALL ARE REQUIRED TO              
CREATE A RAVING FAN EXPERIENCE.  
  
That discovery locked in for me the power of learning          
and teaching natural laws to reproduce ourselves.  
  
What does this have to do with creating your own BOS?           
Everything! If you are successful at what you do you          
have a system by which you do it. If you capture that            
system and then reproduce it your company will run         
without you. You will gain freedom you never dreamed         
possible. 
  

There are over 200 Natural Laws which I have         
uncovered since then. They all play an important part in helping to get our              
businesses to run without us.  Our BOS must incorporate all these natural            
laws to be successful. 
  

This is not a quick fix but a journey into a very exciting world that is fun, profitable                  
and will take you and those around you to new heights of success. Let’s get               
started with: 
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Part 1: DNA  for  PEOPLE 
After being in my straight commissioned position for        
less than 2 years I went from earning $1 an hour to            
being VP of Sales. I had seen some amazing         
success, had built some amazing systems, made a        
lot of money and helped others to as well. Northern          
Trust and Citibank told the President of our        
company that they had never seen anything like our         
hiring, recruiting and training systems.  
 

But . . . I still was not as successful as I felt I needed to be.  
 

I started to realize that while the Golden Rule - “treat other people the way I                
wanted to be treated” - was great in theory, it actually wasn’t working for me.               
People didn’t want to be treated the way I wanted to be treated. That started me                
on a journey to find out as much as I can about people that has lasted over 25                  
years.  
 

It lead to the discovery of Personality Masteries or what many people refer to as               
the DNA for Understanding PEOPLE. I was frustrated because it seemed like all             
the personality tests which I came across cost money to do every test and worse               
they took a fair amount of time to complete and much longer to understand the               
results.  
 

I figured we needed to discover      
a way to identify someone’s     
personality in less than a     
minute.  
 

You know . . . when we       
understand a person’s   
personality at their deepest core     
we know their strengths,    
weaknesses, what they love,    
hate, why they will or won’t work       
well with us, how to sell, close       
and motivate them. We know how our energy will turn them off or with slight               
modifications will connect with them where they will help us achieve our goals             
and we will help them achieve theirs.  
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There are 4 major personality types, 16 when we look at primary and secondary, 64               
when three levels are considered and 256 when all four levels are considered. When              
we consider both tests there are 65,536 possible combinations.  
  
Our efforts led to the discovery of 2 simple tests a person can take quickly to identify                 
their personality type with an uncanny degree of accuracy. In the first test the person               
looks at 4 symbols and ranks them from their most favorite to their least favorite. In the                 
second they are asked to rank what causes them pain. Here there are 4 questions and                
they rank them from the most to the least. 
 .  
What’s so exciting about the tests, which I call the DNA of People, is they can be done                  
quickly and are very easy to learn. At the same time the information they reveal can be                 
very complex and exciting in a great way.  
  
Think about it, the DNA of      
PEOPLE, once we’ve installed    
this system in our BOS will help       
us to hire, train, mentor and      
manage people based on their     
very own unique DNA.  
  
The DNA of PEOPLE also helps      
govern all our marketing, sales,     
servicing, referral development,   
partnerships, and vendor   
relationships at a whole new     
skill level.  
  
Imagine . . . every team member       
in our company really    
understanding at a deep level     
every other team member, every customer, every vendor, every partner. How many            
more referrals do we believe we would receive if we serviced our customers precisely              
as they wanted to be serviced rather than how we think.  
  
When we understand the DNA of our prospects we are able to generate more leads,               
close more leads into clients, close sales faster, service clients with less time and costs               
and create client for life relationships. When we have the DNA  for PEOPLE within our               
BOS we have the ability to increase the productivity of every person we come in contact                
with within our business. 
 

Want to discover your own Personality Type go to this link … 
 . . .  www.DNAforSuccess.com/30min-strategy  
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Part 2: DNA  for  BUSINESS 
  

The 5/30 Grid is the DNA for UNDERSTANDING        
any type or size of business anywhere in the         
world. There are five areas every business has        
and six levels of proficiency.  
  

When you combine Part    
1: DNA  for PEOPLE with     
Part 2: DNA  for    
BUSINESS you have a combination that will get        

your business to run without you. Once you understand at a deep level the              
pipeline effect within your BOS you will understand that you’re only as            
strong as your weakest link in the chain. 
  

The 5/30 Grid will help you identify       
where your BOS pipeline is weak      
and/or where you may have a leak.       
When you do, what is called      
diagonal learning and application of     
the 5/30 Grid you build your BOS       
from the ground up to minimize the       
waste of time and resources that      
almost every business owner has.  
  

Imagine . . . if you could take decades         
of experience of worldwide thought     
leaders and condense that down to one 8 ½ x 11 piece of paper where everyone                
throughout your entire team would not only better understand their role but how their              
role fits perfectly into the role of every other team member. Imagine . . . if every team                  
member then understood at a very deep level how the various personality types tended              
to perform their jobs in the best way AND why people succeeded or struggled based on                
their personality.  
  

When you mergel the DNA of PEOPLE and the DNA to BUSINESS into your BOS you                
start to see very quickly how you can make a few tweaks in your business. You will get                  
amazing results with very little extra effort. 
  
Here are some resources you may want to check out: 

FREE 5/30 Grid & Golden Triangle Workbook -     www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/workbooks 
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Part 3: DNA  for  LIFE 
  

In many ways the DNA of LIFE may be the          
most important as you literally are installing       
WISDOM into your BOS. Have you ever       
shared a natural law or principle with       
someone and then they totally misapplied it?  
  

This part is fun because everyone on your team can participate in the             
discovery and development of this area.  
  

We’ve all learned some pretty amazing lessons from our parents,          
grandparents, teachers, mentors or friends. What if . . . we were to take              
the best of the best teaching lessons and put them into a system of Natural               
Laws which could be shared freely all around the world? 
 

This part of your BOS creates life and ownership         
throughout the entire team. It helps you to build         
naturally The Warm Belly Rub into every team        
member throughout your entire team on a consistent        
basis.  
  

When you fully integrate the DNA of PEOPLE with the          
DNA of BUSINESS with the DNA of LIFE you get your           
BOS - Business Operating System. Is it easy to         
build? No . . . at least not in the short term but it’s a               
lot easier in the long term. If you’re really smart you’ll           
leverage what you have learned from others before        
you. You will not waste time and reinvent the wheel but will build what has               
already been discovered.  
  

We have already shared The Warm Belly Rub principle to kick off this white              
paper and there are over 200 other Natural Laws which will help you to get your                
business to run without you. When applied properly you will move from feeling             
like “You own a job” to where “You Own a company.” 
  

Life Masteries Institute, an IRS 501(c)3 non profit organization is kind of the keeper of               
the Natural Laws. The institute has put together a free Career Success program which              
will give every employee the ability to go through one six minute video every week.               
“Can six minutes a week really make a difference for an employee?”  Check it out here:  

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff 
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We would like to share a few of the “best” natural laws to assist you               
in getting your business to run without you.   

 
 
The  NEXT Dimension Principle is a      
great natural law which helps you to       
understand why your strengths are     
often your weaknesses and why things      
seem to work really well at one level but         
then will fall apart at another level.  
 
When you deeply understand this     
natural law you will be able to double        
your sales in less than half the time and         
still maintain life balance in every area       
of your life. Seem to good to be true?         
Remember “Trust the integrity of the      
system” which is another natural law.      

This is connected directly into the      
MACH 1 Principle which states  “The      
resistance is greatest right before we      
make a break through to the NEXT       
Dimension and once we make the      
breakthrough we have a period of calm       
and peace.” 
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As a result of knowing this natural law you will move through things much              
faster, in less time and with less cost. Another great natural law is the 3               
for 1 Principle which, when applied properly will actually give you as            
much as an extra 20 hours of free time each and every week. 
    -  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/30day 
 
Once we learn to reproduce time as we’ve learned to reproduce money            
we will then have a lot more time. When we have more time we then               
have the ability to work “On” our business rather than working “In” it. 
 
You know . . .We read      
books and go to    
seminars where the   
author / presenter   
shared that we should    
work “On” our   
business. We all   
nodded our heads and    
then went back to work     
“In” our businesses.   
Why? It’s because we    
don’t know the great    
benefits we can gain    
from working “On” our business. so most of us never gave this a great deal of consideration,                 
thought, planning and discipline execution. Gaining the freedom from “Owning a Job” is not              
easy or each and every business owner would do it.  
 
Every business owner should have a plan for what they will do when they gain the                
freedom from working “In” their business. This plan will probably be driven by their Life               
Vision, what they were put on this planet to achieve. If they do not have clarity on this it                   
is hard to have clarity as to why it’s so important to get their businesses to run without                  
them. Once they discover their own vision and help others around them discover their              
own life vision they then can connect their visions and achieve them more quickly.. 
 
There is a simple process to discover your own life vision and assist others in               
discovering their’s.  This also is offered through Life Masteries Institute.  
 

~  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/life-vision  ~ 
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“What is Your next step?” 
Step 1: Examination  
We would recommend that you either call the person who introduced           
you to this white paper or call toll free 888.230.2300 in the U.S.             
(outside the US please call 630.393.9909) and schedule a         
complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy session. We’ll get to get           
to know your company / organization a little better and offer you            
suggestions as to how you might develop your own BOS. 
 

Step 2: Solutions 
Typically we have found that individuals tend to like three types of solutions, a              
basic, a intermediate and an advanced. Whichever solution you choose, the           
important thing is that there be some action taken. It’s a lot easier to change the                
direction of a moving car, than one that is standing still. 
 

Step 3: Implementation 
Some people like to implement things quickly to obtain faster results and others             
tend to take more time. The speed upon which one desires to implement change              
personally, and for the team as a whole, is in direct proportion to how quickly               
change will happen. 
 

888.230.2300 in the U.S. or outside please call 630.393.9909 
I would love to have your feedback on to this white paper. Please email those to me at 

mboersma@synergysolutions.net 
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Other White Papers You May Enjoy 
 
“The Secret About Time” is a white paper that drills          
deep into how we approach and think about time, and          
how we can gain the freedom by adjusting those         
thoughts. 
 

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/30day 
 

 
“Unlocking Your Client” is a white paper for any CPA /           
Accounting Firm and/or anyone who would like to        
partner with a CPA / Accounting Firm. Learn how         
different personality types like to be served and how         
by serving people in their own personality type it will          
grow everyone’s businesses together. 
  

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/unlocking 
 
Do you find that others around you tend to resist          
change? Would you like a change management       
system which would help you to help others to learn          
how to see the massive benefit to change and how          
that change will help every team member and the team          
as a whole achieve the overall vision? 

 
The 5/30 Grid is the foundation for any        
business operating system. (BOS) The     
Golden Triangle is a workbook on the six        
cornerstone boxes within the 5/30 Grid.  

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/the-golden-triangle 
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We are regularly writing white papers focused on growing a company’s 
business.  If you would like to be put on the pre release list for the next 
white paper: 
  

“The Secret To Solving Any Problem”  
Please send me an email at   lifemasteriesinstitute@gmail.com . 
  

Here are some additional items you may find of value: 
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Q&A 
Q01: How Does This Connect Into Mastermind Seminars? 
Answer ~  “As a retired professional athlete I        
have noticed that many professional athletes      
struggle with what to do after they retire from         
professional sports! It’s like we were part of a         
team . . . so we get that . . . we understand             
working really hard . . . but what we’re missing          
is learning how to build an engine for own own          
business rather than being a part of someone        
else’s engine. 
  
I found this white paper in combination of        
www.Mastermind-Seminars.org to be like a     
powerplay. It will give anyone wanting to start a         
business and/or to build a successful / profitable        
business and advantage.  
-  Brian Propp 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HM_KcBpXBqU 
www.dnaforsuccess.com/mastermind-profiles/brian-propp 
 
One of the biggest challenges professional athletes have after they retire is what             
they will do with the rest of their lives. Athletes are very much like top level                
executives in that they have achieved a high level of success that few ever              
achieve. They are also a part of a larger system . . . which is why just like top                   
level executives, they need to learn to think very differently. They are able to              
take their experiences and apply them . . . but they also need to learn to develop                 
a whole new area of their brains . . . how they think. 
 
Brian and many others have chosen to be greatly assisted in reducing the time it               
takes to learn to think differently by going on ActionVision. Business owners who             
have been in business have shared . . .  “I’ve accomplished more in six months               
on ActionVision than I have in the last 26 years of owning my company . . . and                  
I’m working less hours and I have less stress.”  
 

~  www.DNAforSuccess.com/implementation/one-on-one  ~  
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Breakout 
 

Date: ___/___/____ 
 

Time: ______ to ______ 
 

1. Goal For Breakout 
To assist retired professional athletes to learn to 
LEVERAGE their success and networks for the mutual benefit of their own 
families, loved ones, friends and fans to see greater success in all areas of life. 
NOTE:  This breakout is not JUST for professional athletes.  

2. How Does This Connect Back Into My Wii-FM? 
Wii-FM (What’s In It For Me?) is the concept of selfless, selfishness . . . how do 
we get what we want in life . . . while also helping others do the same?  
My Wii-FM is . . .  
 
3. Key Points / Notes  
From  www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  and the teaching this morning, what are the 
most important “Thinking Differently” points? 
 
 
4. Partner With 
Who will I partner with . . .  
 
 
5. How Does What I Learned In Morning Apply? 
 Be specific . . .  
 
 
6. Action Steps I COMMIT Take With Due Dates 
Be specific . . .  
 
 
 

❏ Day of week _____ and time ___:___ leader will have mastermind call. 
❏ I / We will commit to communicate at least once a week as a group. 
❏ Coffee Connection weekly meeting is held on ______ at ___:___ 
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